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Bing Chat responses infiltrated by ads
pushing malware

Malicious advertisements are now being injected into Microsoft's AI-powered Bing Chat

responses, promoting fake download sites that distribute malware.

Bing Chat, powered by OpenAI's GPT-4 engine, was introduced by Microsoft in February 2023 to

challenge Google's dominance in the search industry.

By offering users an interactive chat-based experience instead of the traditional search query

and result format, Bing Chat aimed to make online searches more intuitive and user-friendly.

Read More
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More #News

Progress warns of maximum severity WS_FTP Server vulnerability

Microsoft breach led to theft of 60,000 US State Dept emails

Cloud�are DDoS protections ironically bypassed using Cloud�are

 

#Breach Log

Meet LostTrust ransomware — A likely rebrand of the MetaEncryptor gang

New Marvin attack revives 25-year-old decryption �aw in RSA

Discord is investigating cause of ‘You have been blocked’ errors

Lazarus hackers breach aerospace �rm with new LightlessCan malware

 

#Patch Time!

Google �xes �fth actively exploited Chrome zero-day of 2023

Windows 11 KB5030310 update adds recommended websites, �xes 24 issues

Windows 11 22H2 adds a built-in passkey manager for Windows Hello

 

#Tech and #Tools

Amazon sends Mastercard, Google Play gift card order emails by mistake

Exploit released for Microsoft SharePoint Server auth bypass �aw

GitHub repos bombarded by info-stealing commits masked as Dependabot
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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